
SOME UNCOMPLEMENTED FUNCTION ALGEBRAS

BY

I. GLICKSBERG(i)

1. Let X be the unit circle |z| = 1, and A the "disc algebra" of functions

on X having continuous extensions to |z| ^ 1 analytic for |z| < 1. Then it is

known [12] that there is no bounded projection of C(X) onto A; alternatively,

A is uncomplemented in C(X).

To what extent is this a general occurrence? Specifically, if A is a closed nonself-

adjoint(2) subalgebra of C(X), X compact, is A uncomplemented in C(X)?

Only some partial results will emerge here. From recent results of Bishop [1],

extended to the nonmetric case by Bishop and deLeeuw in [2], we obtain the

curious fact that if X is the Silov boundary of A, and T is any bounded operator

on C(X) acting as the identity on A, then || T -1 \\ = \\ T \\ - 1, where / is the

identity operator; alternatively, any operator S (= I — T) annihilating A has

|| / + SI = 1 + || S ||. As a consequence of this fact one can apply the technique

of [12] to show that if X is a compact group and our nonselfadjoint subalgebra

A of C(X) is translation invariant, A is uncomplemented; in fact any closed sub-

space lying between two invariant algebras Al c A2, with the set of conjugates

Äi £ A2, is uncomplemented (§3). And this applies equally well to invariant

subalgebras Au A2of(3) C0(X), where X is a locally compact abelian group (§4);

but both proofs are technically complicated, and shed no light on the situation

in general.

In what follows we shall consider a slightly more general setting in which A is a

subalgebra of C0(X), X locally compact; since we shall be concerned with esti-

mating the norms of projections, the usual adjunction of an identity does not lead

easily to a reduction to the compact case.

The author is indebted to K. deLeeuw for several helpful comments and, in

particular, Theorem 4.1 is due to deLeeuw.

2. Let X be locally compact and the Silov boundary of A, a closed subalgebra

of C0(X), so A separates the points of X. We shall denote by 0 the set of all x
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(2) There are simple examples of complemented selfadjoint subalgebras; e.g., see Corol-
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in X for which, for every neighborhood V of x, there is an/K in A which is iden-

tically 1 on a subset of V containing x, and elsewhere has modulus < 1, i.e.,

x efyl(\) a V and \fY \ < 1 off/¿71(l). It is a consequence of results of Bishop

and deLeeuw [2, 6.5] (more directly obtainable from the earlier arguments of

Bishop [1], as in [11, 3.3.15]) that every element of A assumes its maximum

modulus over X onS* ( = the set of Condition II points of [2], or strong boundary

points of [11]), whence^- contains the Silov boundary of A, and(4)áa is dense in

the Silov boundary X of A.

Now suppose S is a closed subspace of C0(X) which is also an yl-module

(ABc B). Then for any (finite complex regular Borel) measure p on X orthog-

onal to B

p{x) = 0

for any x inSP which is not a common zero of B. For with V any neighborhood

of X and/=/K in A as above, fp, the usual product of function and measure, is

orthogonal to B since AB c B; thus (by dominated convergence) for b in B we have

0= [bfdp - f        bdp,
J Jf-HD

and, by the regularity of p and continuity of b, b(x) p {x} = 0, whence the assertion.

Now these two properties of 9 yield the following fact, which is fundamental

to our considerations.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be the Silov boundary of the closed subalgebra A of

C0(X), and let Be C0(X) be a closed A-module whose common zeroes form a

nowhere dense subset of X. Let F be a closed subspace of C0(X) containing B,

and T :F-* C0(X) a bounded linear transformation. If

Tb = b, all b in B,

then

\\T-n = \\T\\-i,
where I is the identity operator.

(Here || T — 11| is computed over the domain £ of T - I.) In particular, if

F ¥" B, any bounded projection T of F onto B has norm ^ 2; for T cannot be

invertible in the algebra of bounded operators on F, so 1 g || T - / || ^ || T [| — 1.

(4) Actually the results of [2 ; 11] are given only for an algebra (containing the constants)

on a compact space. But the results extend by the standard procedure: imbed our A as a maximal

ideal in such a subalgebra A& of C(XX), X^ the one point compactification of X. Then for any

Condition II point [2] or strong boundary point [11] x of Ax in X and for any neighborhood

K of x, with oo^ K, we have an/in ,4 a, withxe /_1(l)c: V, \f\ < 1 off/-i(l),so| /(oo) ] <1.

If 0 is a conformai self map of | z | 5£ 1 onto itself with </>(/(<»))=0, (/>(1) = 1, then <¡> ofeA«,

(since <p is analytic near the spectrum of /) and (¡> °/(oo) = 0. Thus <p ofeA, and x e 3P.

Since such x (along with oo) are dense in Xx [2; 11 ], 0> is dense in X.
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Proof of 2.1. Let xeX. Then /-> Tf(x) is a linear functional on F of norm

^ || T||. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and the Riesz representation theorem we

have a measure Xx on X of norm ^ || T || with

T/(x)= jfdXx,      feF.

Let px be the unit point mass at x, and set vx = px — Xx, so

(2.1) f(x)-Tf(x)= jfdvx,      feF.

Since T acts as the identity on B, vx is orthogonal to B, and so vx{y} = 0 if y e0

and B(y) # 0. In particular if x e0 and ß(x) =£ 0, v^x} = 0 and vx and ¿tx are

mutually singular; hence

M+i-l'.l + |ff,|-|J,|á|r|,
and || vx|| ^ || T|| - 1. By (2.1) we thus have

(2-2) |T/(x)-/(x)|^||/|(|T|-l)

for each x in 0 which is not a common zero of B. But ^ is dense in X while the

common zeroes of ß are nowhere dense, so (2.2) holds for a dense subset of X, and

|r/-/«= ||/||(||T||-i),    ||r-/f= ||r||-i.
The reverse inequality is trivial, and 2.1 is proved.

One situation (which we shall meet again) in which 2.1 yields quite simply the

nonexistence of certain bounded projections is that of the following:

Corollary 2.2. Let Ax, A2 be closed subalgebras of C0(X) havingX as their

Silov boundaries, and let B¡ er C0(X) be a closed Armodule whose common

zeroes are nowhere dense in X, i = 1,2, with BlC\B2 = 0. Then no bounded

operator T can act as the identity on Bt and also annihilate B2.

For otherwise T, acting as the identity on Bl5 satisfies || T — l\\ = || T|| — 1,

while I — T acts as the identity on ß2, so that

||r|| = ||(/-T)-/|| = !|/-r||-i = ||r||-2.

Note that 2.2 says that although (by hypothesis) the sum Bt + B2 is direct

we cannot enlarge each B¡ to a closed subspace C¡ so that the sum Ct + C2 is

direct and closed in C0(X).

Remark 2.3. If/eC0(X)\B and F = Cf + B, C = complexes, then it is well

known (and easily proved) that for every e > 0 there is a projection of F onto

ß of norm < 2 + e. The fact that all such projections are of norm 2ï 2 for our B

of 2.1 represents a curious geometric aspect of the imbedding of ß into C0(X),

which can easily be rephrased as follows, where ball C0(X) is the unit ball in

C0(X): The subset
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Br\(Cf + ball C0(X))

of C0(X) has diameter ^ 4 for each f outside B.

Remark 2.4. There can, of course, be subspaces £ <= B and projections T of £

onto B of norm precisely 2; for example if £ is the "disc algebra," and A = B

is the subalgebra of elements / whose analytic extensions to \z\ < 1 have

/'(0) = 0, then the projection which we might write as

CO

/(z)= E anz"^ E a„z"
n=0 n#l

is of norm 2 since | a, | ^ ||/|| = sup |/(e'°) [.  However, this is not the case if

E = C(X) (5.1).

Remark 2.5. Finally, note that X being the Silov boundary of A is essential

to 2.1 and not just to our proof. Indeed let X be the disc | z | ^ 1, A the "disc

algebra" viewed as a subset of C(X): the subalgebra of all/analytic on |z|< 1.

Let £ be the closed subspace of C(X) formed by all/in C(X) with/1 T1 £ A \ T1,

T1 = {z : | z | = 1}. Alternatively F = F0@A, where £0 = {/e C(X) :/(£') = 0},

and the natural projection/0 + a -» a is clearly of norm 1, since

||/o + a |] ̂  sup |/0(z) + a(z) | = sup | a(z) | = sup | a(z) \ = fl a ||.

Nevertheless there is no bounded projection of all of C(X) onto A. Indeed for

a fairly wide class of algebras once it is known that A is uncomplemented in

C(X) for X the Silov boundary of A, then A is uncomplemented in any C(X)

into which it can be imbedded. Specifically this holds whenever each multiplicative

linear functional on A has a unique (non-negative) representing measure carried

by the Silov boundary X (as in the case of the disc algebra).

For suppose P is a bounded projection of C(Y) onto A (so that A is closed in

C(Y)) and B is the subalgebra of C(Y) of functions constant on the sets of

constancy of A ; then B = C(Z), where Z is a factor space of Y, and we may view

A as a closed (separating) subalgebra of C(Z), while P projects C(Z) boundedly

onto A. We can now view Z as a subspace of the maximal ideal space of A, and Z

contains the Silov boundary X of A since A is closed in C(Z). Thus for each

z eZ we have a unique representing measure pz carried by X (so f(z) = $xfdpz,

feA). From the uniqueness of pz we conclude that z-*-/iz is weak* continuous

into the space of measures on X, the dual of C(X), or more precisely, into the

weak* compact set S of normalized non-negative measures on X (for if zd-^z

then any weak* cluster point p eX of {pz } satisfies f(z) = ¡xfdp, feA, so

p = pz and /«z -> ¿iz by the compactness of X).

Consequently for geC(X), setting

f(z) = J   £d/iz,        z e Z,
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defines an element/ of C(Z), so the subspace E = {feC(Z):f(z)= $xfdp2,

z eZ} of C(Z) is (isometrically) isomorphic to C(X). Since P provides a bounded

projection of £ onto A, there must be one of C(X) onto A, despite our hypothesis

that nome exist.

3. Let X again be the unit circle, and A the "disc algebra". The fact that there

is no bounded projection of C(X) onto A was found by W. Rudin [12] and,

independently, by R. Arens and P. C. Curtis, with both proofs following the lines

of [12], and utilizing the group structure of X and the rotation invariance of A

(to produce from a bounded projection another commuting with translations).

The approach is as follows:

Let Rx denote the translation operator: Rxf(y) =f(yx), fe C(X). Then the

existence of P implies that

(3.1) Tf= JRx.1PRxfdx,      feC(X),

where integration is with respect to normalized Haar measure, defines a bounded

linear operator T on C(X). (Since x-+Rx-iPRxf is easily seen to be strongly

continuous, the integral can be viewed as strongly convergent.) Moreover one

clearly has TRX = RXT and £/=/ for/ in A: thus for a character x of X,

Tx(x) = RxTx(\) = TRxl(\)=Tx(x)x(\) = l(x)Tz(\), and TX = (TX(l))x- So

Tx = Xi Xe^> Tx = 0, x $ A. Consequently T coincides with the natural "pro-

jection" sending a Fourier series into its "non-negative half" which one knows

(by elementary means or, in fact, by 2.2) to be unbounded (or not into A) yielding

the desired contradiction.

This final step is of course the only point at which X need be the circle group,

rather than any compact abelian group, with A any translation invariant nonself-

adjoint subalgebra of C(X) (where one might apply deeper results, as indicated

in [12]). But in fact for such algebras and groups the same result holds as an easy

consequence of the introduction of T and the special case, or, rather the final

step of its proof; and in fact something more follows :

(3.2) Let G be a compact abelian group. A a closed translation invariant

subalgebra of C(G), and B cz C(G) a closed invariant A-module containing A

but not A (so A is not selfadjoint). Then any closed subspace of C(G) lying

between A and B is uncomplemented in C(G).

For suppose P is a bounded projection onto such a subspace, and we form T

as in (3.1); we so obtain a bounded operator commuting with translations, acting

as the identity on A, and with range in B (since this was true of P and B is invariant).

Let G^ be the character group of G. As before Tg - (Tg(l)) ■ g, geG, so

Tg = g,geA, Tg = Q, g<f:B.
As an invariant subspace, A is spanned by the set of characters it contains,

S = AC\G~, a subsemigroup of G~. Since ß in an A-module, SB c B. From
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Ä d: B there is some g e A with g 1 = g £ B, and since g l <£ SB <= B,

g~1S~1r\B = 0. Thus g"eA, n^O and g" <£ B, n<0, whence Tgn = gn,

n^O, Tg" = 0, n<0,and o:n-+ga is 1-1.

Dual to the homomorphism a we have another, p :G->X (the circle group),

which has dense range since a is 1-1, hence is onto since the range is compact.

So X is isomorphic to a factor group G/H of G, H the kernel of p, and pC(X), the

range of the induced isometry p :f ->/ °p of C(X) into C(G), consists of just

those/in C(G) constant on cosets mod H. Because T commutes with translations

we thus have TpC(X) <= pC(X), whence p~~1Tp is a bounded operator on C(X).

But the character n of X has pn = n°p = an = g", and since Tg" is g" for n ^ 0

and 0 for n < 0, ~p~lTp preserves (resp., annihilates) the characters of X corre-

sponding to non-negative (resp., negative) integers; we know no bounded operator

on C(X) does this, whence the assertion.

The preceding argument is of course restricted to abelian G, but the result,

or almost all of it, continues to hold for G nonabelian, with 2.2 providing the

means for the final step.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact group, Ax<= A2 a pair of translation

invariant(5) closed subalgebras of C(G) with Äx <t A2. Then any closed subspace

B of C(G) lying between Ax and A2 is uncomplemented in C(G).

Proof. Suppose P is a bounded projection of C(G) onto B, and form

Tif = JRx-iPRxfdx,      feC(G),

so obtaining a bounded operator on C(G) which commutes with right transla-

tions, acts as the identity on Ax c B, and has range in A2 as before. Again form

Tf = ^Lx-lTxLxfdx,  feC(G);

since LxRy = RyLx we now have an operator T with all the cited properties of Tx

which commutes with right and left translations. We shall use this operator to

obtain our contradiction.

Now if Ax separates the points of G, so that G can be viewed as a subspace of

the maximal ideal space of Ax, then G coincides with the Silov boundary of Ax

(for G contains the Silov boundary, which thus is a nonvoid subset invariant

under translations since Ax is). Consequently we shall proceed by first reducing

our considerations to the case in which Ax separates, and then showing there is

a nonzero invariant ^ij-module M which T annihilates. This will essentially

complete our proof, since then Ax and M will be, respectively, Ax- and ^ij-modules,

each without common zeroes on G (since the set of common zeroes, being in-

(5) That is, RJ and Lxf are in A for / in A, where Lxf(f) = f(x~iy).
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variant, is either void or all of G), while G is the Silov boundary of Ax and Àx;

thus 2.2 will apply to yield our contradiction.

Suppose then that Ax does not separate the points of G, and partition G into

the (closed, disjoint) sets of constancy of Ax. Since Ay is invariant any one of

these maps, under a (right or left) translation, into, hence onto, another, and all

may be obtained as translates of the set of constancy H containing the identity

1 of G. Indeed if xeH then for the same reason 1 ex'lH implies x~lH = H,

so x-1 eH, H~l cz H, and H~1H = H. Thus H is a (closed) subgroup of G.

And since xH and Hx must each be the set of constancy containing x, for any x in

G, xH = Hx,xe G, and H is normal.

Let p:G-> G/H be the canonical homomorphism, p the induced isometry

f -*f°p of C(G\H) into C(G). Since T commutes with translations, T maps

pC(G\H) (the functions constant on cosets mod H) into itself: if Rhf =/, h eH,

then Tf(xh) = RhTf(x) = TRJ(x) = Tf(x). Thus T induces a bounded operator

T' = p _1 Tp on C(GjH), which obviously acts as the identity on A[ — pAu an

invariant separating subalgebra of C(GjH). And T' commutes with translations

and has range in A'2 = p~1 (A2 n pC(GjH)), an invariant subalgebra of C(G/H)

containing A[ but not Ä[. So clearly it will suffice to obtain a contradiction from

the existence of an operator T commuting with translations, acting as the identity

on Ay and with range in A2, just in the case that At separates our group, and

we shall henceforth assume At separates G so that, as we observed, G is the

Silov boundary of Ax.

Now the A¡, as invariant subspaces of C(G), are spanned by minimal finite

dimensional invariant subspaces L, and each L has as a basis the entries in a

finite dimensional unitary matricial representation U of G. Moreover for any

such U either every entry of U lies in A¡ or all lie outside A¡ (since the corre-

sponding L has LC\Ai = L or {0}). Consequently we shall speak of U being

"in" A¡ or "outside" A¡. (If U is reducible we may still use these terms, though

of course we have no dichotomy.)

Let us write TU for the matrix (Tutj) of functions (U = (u¡j)). Clearly,

for any constant matrix V, we have TVU = VTU, TUV = (TU)V. Since

T commutes with translations, TU(x) = RXTU(\) = TRXU(Y) = T(UUx)(l)

= [(TU)Ux](l) = (TU(l))Ux, and similarly TL/(x) = Lx-,TC/(l)=l/x(ri/(l)),so

TU=VU=UV,       V=TU(1).

With U irreducible, V must be a scalar multiple of the identity, so TU = XU,

X complex. Hence

(3.3) TU = U for U in Ax

since T acts as the identity on Au while

(3.4) TU = 0 for U outside A2
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since the range of T is contained in A2. (Of course (3.3) and (3.4) remain valid

if U is reducible, but we do not need this.)

We shall next produce a nonzero invariant ^-module M with TM = 0. In

order to do so we shall apply a generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem obtained

recently by Bishop [3, 6]. Call K a G a set of antisymmetry for A2 if fe A2 and

f\ K real-valued imply/| K is constant. Then [6] the maximal sets of antisymmetry

K for A2 form a closed pairwise disjoint covering JÍ of G for which

(3.5) fe C(G) and/| K e A2 \ K for all K in Jf imply fe A2.

Now since the elements of Cf are maximal sets of antisymmetry, any trans-

lation maps an element of JT onto another. Thus, as in our earlier consideration

of sets of constancy, Jf consists of the cosets of a (closed, normal) subgroup

(again called H) of G.

Now let M be the closed span of the entries in all conjugates D of irreducible

finite dimensional unitary (matrical) representations U in Ax with D outside A2.

Of course M is invariant, and nonzero since Àx $ A2, while TM = 0 by (3.4).

In all that follows let U, U' be irreducible and in Ax. In order to show M an

/^-module it will suffice to show that for such U, U' in Ax, if Ü is outside A2 then

the conjugate U ® U' of the tensor product U ® U' is outside A2 as well. For Ax

is spanned by just the entries of such U', and the entries of U ® U' are just the

products UijUkl.

Recall that the maximal antisymmetric sets for ^42 are the cosets mod H. If

U | H contains the trivial representation then replacing U by an equivalent repre-

sentation we have

Uh-(l   °J,        heH,

so uxx is constant on each coset oí H. Since the same is then true oíüxx,üxxeA2

by (3.5), whence Ü is in ^42. On the other hand if Ü is in A2 then U \ H is constant

since if is a set of antisymmetry of A2. So

(3.6)   Ü is in A2 if and only if U\ H contains the trivial representation.

Now let U, U' be in Ax, 0 outside A2, and suppose U ® U' is not outside A2.

Then some irreducible subrepresentation V of U ® U ' is in A2 ; since U ® U' is in

y4t <= ̂ l2 and if is a set of antisymmetry for ^42, F | H is constant. Let

t/|ff=EK„     U'\H=lVj

represent the decomposition of U\H and U'\H into irreducible unitary rep-

resentations of H, so we may write (I/® U')\H= EFj® F}, and F¡, Fj are in

A2\H. Then for some i,j, some irreducible subrepresentation of L^® V/ia con-

stant, so Vi®Vj contains the trivial representation. Consequently [9, p. 438]

V is unitarily equivalent to V], so V¡ and V¡ are in A2\H, hence constant. Thus
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U | H contains the trivial representation and 0 is in A2 by (3.6), contradicting

the fact that Ü is outside A2, so our proof that M is an y^-module is complete.

We now have the following situation : G is the Silov boundary of each of the

algebras Au Äx; Ay is an ^-module without common zeroes on which the

bounded operator T acts as the identity, while M is a nonzero /Ij-module with

TM = 0 and no common zeroes (since the set of common zeroes, being invariant,

is either all of G or void). This is precisely the situation excluded by 2.2, so we

have the desired contradiction and 3.1 is proved.

For Ay = A2 = A nonselfadjoint and invariant, we thus have A uncomple-

mented. On the other hand if A is selfadjoint, the sets of constancy of A are the

cosets modulo a closed normal subgroup H, so A consists of all functions con-

stant on cosets mod H (by Stone-Weierstrass). Consequently convolution with

the normalized Haar measure of H projects C(G) onto A, and we have

Corollary 3.2. Let A be a closed invariant subalgebra of C(G), G compact.

Then A is complemented in C(G) if and only if A is selfadjoint.

It should be noted that to obtain our contradiction in the argument of 3.1

P only had to be defined on an invariant subspace of C(G) containing A2 and Ay.

A consequence of this is the following.

Corollary 3.3. Let A be a closed invariant nonselfadjoint subalgebra of

C(G), with maximal ideal space Ji. Let A* denote the set of Gelfand represen-

tatives of A in C(JC). Then A^ is uncomplemented in C(Ji).

(Cf. the last part of 2.4; note that here the representing measures for elements

of Ji need not be unique.)

Proof. Let E be the subspace of C(Ji) formed by all / having f(m) = jfdp

for all non-negative measures p (on the Silov boundary of A) representing m, for

each m in Ji. Then £ contains 4* and is selfadjoint.

As before the sets of constancy of A are cosets mod H, for some normal sub-

group H of G, and we can identify G/H as the Silov boundary of A. Each trans-

lation (as an automorphism on A) induces a self homeomorphism of J/ which

of course appears on the boundary G/H as a translation by an element of G,

and one easily sees that £ is invariant under these homeomorphisms. Since by

definition

|/(m)|^sup|/(G/fî)|,      feE,

E is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace Ey=(E\(G/H)) op of C(G),

where p:G~* G\H is the canonical map; and Ey is a closed selfadjoint invariant

subspace of C(G) containing A, hence Ä.

Consequently, a bounded projection of C(Ji) onto A (or just one of £ onto A*)

induces a bounded projection of Ey onto A; by our earlier observation the argu-

ment of 3.1 now applies (with Ay = A = A2) to yield a contradiction.
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The proof of 3.1 makes essential use of the hypothesis that A2 is an algebra,

rather than just an /^-module. The fact that A2 can be just an /^-module when

G is compact abelian yields a corresponding strengthening in that case of the

following corollary(6), which contains Newman's result [10, 12, 8] that the

Hardy class Hx is uncomplemented in Lx of the circle.

Corollary 3.4. Let G be a compact group, and let Ax c A2 be invariant

subalgebras of C(G) with Äx $ A2. Then any closed subspace F of LX(G) lying

between the Lx-closures of Ax and A2 is uncomplemented in LX(G).

Let P be a bounded projection of LX(G) onto £. Since elements of LX(G) trans-

late continuously, exactly as in 3.1 we may form the strongly convergent integrals

TJ =  JRx-,PRxfdx,

Tf =  j L^iTiLJdx,        feLx(G),

obtaining a bounded operator T on LX(G) commuting with translations, acting

as the identity on the Enclosure of Ax, and with range in the Li-closure of A2.

Now the adjoint T* on LJfi) also commutes with translations, and, as a

consequence, T* leaves the subspace (formed by equivalence classes of elements

of) C(G) of Lrjfi) invariant; for this subspace consists of just the elements/of

LJfi) for which x -> RJ is a strongly continuous map into L^fG) (as appears

from (4.3) below, for example). For fe C(G) then T*/(l) is well defined, and

/-> T*/(l) is a bounded linear functional on C(G); so we have a finite measure

pon G for which T'*/(l) = f f(x)p(dx),fe C(G).

But T*f(y) = RyT*f(i) = T*Ryf(l) = ]f(xy)p(dx), and thus for
heLx(G), f e C(G), we have } h(y)T*f(y)dy = J j h(y)f (xy)dyp(dx)
=  $( $h(x~iy)p(dx))f(y)dy, so

(3.7) Th(y)= j h(x~1y)p(dx)

since C(G) is weak* dense in Lœ (G). In particular (3.7) shows that the subspace

C(G) of LX(G) is invariant, and that the restriction T0 of T to C(G) defines a

bounded operator on C(G).

Now if T0/^^2forsome/eC(G) we have (T0f)*h$A2 for some continuous

function n taken from an approximate identity; thus for some finite measure

v on G orthogonal to A2 we have

0 # f (T0/)*n(x)v(dx) = j (T0f)(h*v)dx = j (Tf)(h*v)dx,

(6) The author is indebted to the referee for this version of the result, which is considerably

stronger than the original.
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and since h* v is an element of LX(G) orthogonal to A2, hence to the range of T,

we have a contradiction. Consequently, T0 has range in A2.

Trivially T0f=f for fin Ay, since this equality holds in Ly(G), and so T0 is a

bounded operator on C(G) acting as the identity on Ay, with range in A2, and

commuting with translations; since this is precisely the situation precluded by

the proof of 3.1 (with T = T0),v/e have the desired contradiction.

Corollary 3.5. Let G be a compact group, A an invariant subalgebra of

C(G). Then the Ly-closure of A is complemented in Ly(G) if and only if A is

selfadjoint.

("If" follows as in 3.2.)

4. Let G now be a locally compact abelian group. The present section is

devoted to a characterization (implicit in [12] for G compact) of the comple-

mented invariant subspaces of C0(G) due to K. deLeeuw, and to an analogue

of 3.1 which follows from the same approach.

deLeeuw observed that an invariant mean on the space m(G) of all bounded

functions(7) on G could be used in place of the Haar integral in (3.1), and had the

following consequence.

Theorem 4.1 (deLeeuw). A translation invariant subspace A of C0(G) is

complemented in C0(G) if and only if A = p*C0(G)for some idempotent measure

p = p*p on G. Consequently if G has a connected dual G~, then no proper

nonzero invariant subspace of C0(G) is complemented.

Proof. If A = p* C0(G), p = p* p. then /-> p*/ provides a bounded projection

of C0(G) onto A. Conversely let P be a bounded projection onto A, and let us use

f-*Mxf(x) to denote our invariant mean on m(G). Let <•, ■> denote the usual

pairing between LJfi) and Ly(G):(f, n> = ¡Gfhdx, feLœ(G), heLx(G).

For/e C0(G), view R_xPßx/as an element of L^(G) and form

(4.1) MX(R_XPRJ, n> for n e Ly(G).

Trivially (4.1) is bounded by || PRJ || „ || n || t ^ \\P\\ ||/||œ|| h ||1; so we have an

element Tf of Lœ(G) satisfying

(4.2) <T/, n> = Mx<R_xPRx/, n>,  heLy(G),

and T appears as a bounded map of C0(G) into Lœ(G).

Now by virtue of the invariance of our mean one easily obtains TRX = RXT;

and this implies Tf translates continuously in LX(G) :

\\RyTf-Tf\\o0=\\T(Ryf-f)\\œï\\Tl\\Ryf-f\\x

which tends to zero as y approaches the identity 0 of G.

(7) That is, a non-negative functional (of norm 1) which is 1 at 1 and assumes the same

value at Rxf and/, x e G,f e m{G). Such a mean always exists if G is abelian.
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As a consequence Tf is (the equivalence class of) an element of C(G). For Tf

can be approximated (in the norm of Lœ) by elements

(4.3) ^v(y)R_yTfdy = v*Tf

of £oo(G), where v runs over an approximate identity in LX(G); since (4.3) is in

fact in C(G) the convergence of {v*Tf} in the essential supremum norm shows

{v* Tf} is a Cauchy net in C(G), whence our assertion.

So now we may view T as a bounded map of C0(G) into C(G), and/ -* 7/(0)

is a well-defined bounded linear functional on C0(G). Hence T/(0) =  \fdp,

feC0(G), for some finite measure p on G; and since Tf(x) = RxTf(0)= TRxf(0)

= )Rxfdp = P*f(x),

(4.4) Tf = p*f,      feCQ(G).

p is finite, so this shows T has its range in C0(G),. In fact Tf=f,feA, while Thas

its range in A, as we shall now verify.

For the first assertion, suppose feA and heLx(G). Then since RxfeA,

PRxf=Rxf, so that

< Tf, n> = Mx(R_xPRxf, h} = MX<J, n> = </, n>,

and Tf=f in LJG), hence in C0(G). For the second assertion, note that if

feC0(G) and Tf$A there is a finite measure v orthogonal to A for which

0 ± jT/dv = T/*v(0), whence ¡RxTfdv ^ 0 for x near 0 in G. Thus for some

h e LX(G), 0 # < T/, v * A> = JÏ £/(y + x) v(dy) n (x)dx, so that

0#M;c< *_*££,/, v*/i>

despite the fact that v*h is an element of Lj(G) orthogonal to A (since .4 is in-

variant) and R-xPRxfe A for each x in G, whence

M;c<R_;cPiîx/,v*n> = 0,

our contradiction.

Now since TfeA for all/in C0(G) while 7/=/for/in A, T is a projection

onto A. Clearly T2 = T implies p*p = p by (4.4), and since A is the range of

T, ¿ = /7*C0(G)by(4.4).

For the final assertion of 4.1, recall that when G " is connected the only idem-

potents p on G are the zero measure and the unit mass at 0 (for the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform p = fi2 is identically zero or identically one). Thus C0(G) and

{0} are the only complemented invariant subspaces of C0(G).

The same approach, along with some facts from the spectral theory of bounded

functions (see [7]), leads to our analogue of 3.1. For a closed subset E of G~

let fc£ be the ideal of LX(G) consisting of all / with Fourier transform / vanishing

on £, and let JE be the closure of the ideal of/in LX(G) with / having compact
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support disjoint from E; thus ZcE and JE are, respectively, the largest and smallest

closed ideals in Ly(G) having E as hull. Now let C(G)ß denote the space of bounded

continuous functions on G endowed with the strict topology [4]; C(G)ß is a

locally convex space whose dual can be identified with the space of finite measures

on G, i.e., with C0(G)* (as a vector space). (kE)x and (JE)X will denote the

closed [7] subspaces of C(G)ß orthogonal to ZeE and JE, respectively; (/cE)"1"

is the (strictly) closed span of the elements of £ in C(G)ß, while (JE)x consists of

all bounded continuous/with spectrum sp/c £.

We shall need one consequence of the fact that the set of continuous func-

tional on C(G)ß coincides with those on C0(G) : if ß is a closed subspace of C0(G)

then ß is a relatively closed subset of C0(G) in C(G)ß. For B is weakly closed in

C0(G), hence relatively closed in C0(G) in the weak topology of C(G)ß, and trivially

this implies our assertion.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, A a closed invariant

subalgebra ofC0(G), and B an invariant A-module in C0(G) with A cz B, Ä $ B.

Then any closed subspace of C0(G) lying between A and B is uncomplemented

in C0(G).

Proof. Again let P be a bounded projection onto the subspace, and form T

as in (4.3). Exactly as before (i)RxT= TRX, and we obtain (ii) T/= p*f,feC0(G),

and also the fact that (iii) Tf - f for f in A. Moreover a simple adaptation of the

argument showing T in (4.3) had its range in A shows that here (iv) T has its

range in B.

Now it suffices to obtain a contradiction from (i)-(iv) assuming A separates G.

For in general the sets of constancy of A axe cosets modulo a closed subgroup H

of G, as in 3.1, and H is necessarily compact since A cz C0(G). Hence if p is the

canonical map of G onto GjH, and p the induced map of C0(G/77) into C0(G),

one easily obtains (i)—(iv) for Ty =p~lTp, Ay = p~lA and By =p_1ß (with

(ii) replaced by its easy consequence p~1Tpf=(p~1*p)*ffeC0(GIH); thus

our contradiction for the separating case will apply. Consequently we shall hence-

forth assume that A separates G, hence that G is the Silov boundary of A.

With sp/ the spectrum of feC0(G) and E cz C0(G), let sp£ = (U/eE sP/)~-

By [5, Theorem 4.7] sp.4 is a subsemigroup of G~, and by just the proof of that

result one has sp A + sp ß cz sp ß (since AB cz B and A and B are invariant).

Now we assert that — sp A $ spB. For suppose not, so that

sp A — spA c spA + spß cz spB,

and spß contains the closure g of the group spA — spA. Since spA is a semi-

group, spA cz g and — spA cz g; thus among the elements of (Jg)1' (those / in

C(G)¿ with sp/cz g) we have all/in A, and all/in Ä (since sp/= — sp/). Because

sP/i/2 c (sP/i + sp/2)~ [5, §3] while g is a group, (Jg)1' contains the separating

subalgebra of C0(G) generated by A and Â, which is dense in C0(G) by Stone-
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Weierstrass. The injection of C0(G) into C(G)ß is (obviously)continuous, so (Jg)^~

contains a subset of C0(G) which is dense in C0(G) in the strict topology, and

since C0(G) is dense in C(G)ß while (JgY~ is closed in C(G)ß, we thus have

(JgY =C(G)ß. This of course implies g=G~, whence spB = G~, and

U/sb SP-^ *s dense in G ".

But each element of the dense subset {JfeB sp/of G * lies in the strictly closed

span F of B [7, Theorem 1.2], and (since the injection of G" into C(G)ß is con-

tinuous) we thus have its closure G~ e F. So £ contains the closed span of G"

in QG),,, i.e., £ => C(G)^. As we have noted, B is relatively closed in C0(G) in the

strict topology, so B = F C\ C0(G) = C0(G), contradicting the fact that À $ B.

Hence — so A $ spB as asserted, or spÄ $ spB.

Now let/t be an element of Ä with spfx $ sp£. Choosing an n in LX(G) with

Fourier transform h nonzero at some point of sp/l5 yet having compact support

disjoint from spB, we have/2 =fx*h a nonzero element of the (closed invariant)

space Ä, while K = sp/2 is a compact set disjoint from sp B. Consequently

f\ is a nonzero element of Ä with spectrum contained in K — so A, and thus

M = Än(J(K - spA)y = {f:feA, sp/c= K - spA} ¿ {0}.

Clearly M is a relatively (strictly) closed subspace of Ä in C(G)ß, hence a closed

subspace of C0(G) since the injection of C0(G) into C(G)^ is continuous. Trivially

M is invariant, and, since sp/g <= (sp/ + spg)- [5, §3], for f in M and g in Ä

we have

sp/g <=X — sp/4 — sp/4 = JC — sp.4

since sp^4 is a closed semigroup and K — spA is closed. Thus/g e M, and M is a

(nonzero invariant) ^4-module.

Now sp M( <= K — sp A) and sp B are disjoint; for otherwise 0#(.K—spA)nspB,

and 0^iCn(sp^+spß)c: KnspB = 0. Recalling that Tf=p*f,feC0(G),

we have sp Tf c sp/, and thus if/e M, spT/c X-sp^. Since T/eB, spT/= 0,

and T/=0, for/eM.

So we have precisely the situation encountered in 3.1 : A and À have G as their

Silov boundaries, A (resp., M) is an ^4-(resp., Ä-) module with no common zeroes

on G, while T acts as the identity on A and annihilates M, contradicting 2.2.

Our proof of 4.2 is complete.

Exactly as in the compact case we have

Corollary 4.3. If A is a closed invariant subalgebra of C0(G),G locally

compact abelian, then A is complemented in C0(G) if and only is A is selfadjoint.

5. There is a slight strengthening of 2.1 in the case that Tis a projection and

£ = C0( X).

Theorem 5.1.    Let X be the Silov boundary of the closed subalgebra A of
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C0(X) and let B cz C0(X) be a proper closed A-module without common zeroes

on X. Then any projection P of C0(X) onto B has norm > 2.

Proof.   We shall assume |] P || <; 2 and obtain a contradiction. Take F = C0(X),

T=P in 2.1. Then by (2.1)

x) = jfdvx.(5.1) f(x) - Pf(x) = J /dvx> fe C0(X)

and by (2.2) (which holds for a dense set of x, hence by continuity for all x)

|/(x) - P/(x) | Í || /1| ( || P || - 1) Í || /1|, fe C0(X),

so that || vx || i£ 1 for all x in X. Consequently x -* vx is a weak* continuous

(by (5.1)) map of X into the unit ball of measures on X, in fact into the set Bx

of measures orthogonal to B.

Now

PfeB, all / in C0(X),

is equivalent to the fact that

0 = jpfdp,      feC0(X),       peB\

hence by (5.1) to

(5.2) 0= f[/(x)-vx(/)]/i(dx),      feC0(X),       peB\

where vx(/) = ¡fdvx. Consequently for p in B± ,

(5.3) jfdp = jvx(f)p(dx),      feC0(X),

and we have the representation

(5.4) p = J vxp(dx)

of p in B"1- as a weak* convergent integral.

Let S be the set of extreme points of ball B1 = {p : p in B±, || u || :£ 1}, which

is nonvoid by the Krem-Milman theorem (since ß x # 0 inasmuch as B =£ C0(X)).

Let u e S, so || p || = 1, and let K be any Borel set for which | p | (K) # 0, where

| p | is the total variation measure associated with p. Then(8)

(5.5) p = JJ±^jKVxp(dx).

(8) Clearly (5.5) must imply vx is a (complex) multiple of fie ê for each x in the carrier of //,

but the proof of this fact will take some argument.
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(Here, of course, the integral is the measure corresponding to the well-defined

continuous functional/-» ¡Kvx(f)li(dx) on C0(X).) Indeed, we have

p=     vxp(dx) +      vxp(dx)
Jk Jk'

where each summand lies in Bx since every vx does; since || vx || ^ 1,

(5.6) || p ||  <i  || f vxp(dx)\\+\\¡ vxp(dx)\\
Jk J k'

^  \p\(K) + \p\(K')=\\p\\ = l

so that equality holds throughout (5.6), and

i p i (K)=i r Vxp(dx) i, i p i (K')=i r V;ck^) i.

Consequently (5.5) follows from the extremity of p.

Now let pp = | ¿i | where p is a Bord function of modulus 1. By Lusin 's theorem

for n > 0 there is a compact set K for which the restriction p | K is continuous,

while |aí|(íí) > 1 — tf. Let pK denote the restriction of p to K, and carr/iK the

(closed) carrier of pK, a subset of K. Then for/e C0(X) and x0 e c&rrpK we have

P(*)

/X*o)
v,CO-^v,0(/) < e

for x in  ITifT, where  F is some neighborhood of x0; since x0ecarr/xK,

\pK\(V) = \p\(KnV)¿O.Soby(5.5)

since JKnK/3(x)^(dx) =  JKriK|/i|(dx) = | /i|(K n F), and

*/>   v»a)
P(*o)

Hence v^ = p(x0)p for x0 in carr /¿K, with K as above.

Now the set of all such x0 is necessarily dense in can p. For if xecarr p has

a neighborhood V for which V n carr pK = 0 for all such K then

\\pK\\^\\p\\-\p\(V) = l-\p\(V),

while   | /iK ||   can  be  chosen  arbitrarily  close  to   1   and   | p | (V) > 0. Thus

v,e Tlp, T1 the unimodular complex numbers, for a dense set of x in carr p,
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hence for all x in carr p since x -* vx is weak* continuous and T ' p is weak*

closed.

Consequently if py and p2 are in ê, and their carriers meet, then px e Tlp2

since txpy = vx = t2p2 for some x.

Now fix p e S and let £ = {v : v e ball B-1, carr v cz carr p}, a weak* compact

convex set. Then if vis extreme in £ (so || v |j = 1), v e S : for if

v = aX +(1 - a)X', ¿, A'e ball Bx,       0<a<l

and pv = j v |, where p is a unimodular Bord function, then

I = v(p) = apX(\) + (I - a) pX'(l)

whence 1 = pX(\) = pX'(\) ^ ||pA||, |pA'|, and pA, pA' are non-negative.

Trivially then carr X = carr pX and carr X' = carr pi' are contained in carr p,

whence X, X' are in £, so that v = X = X' since v is extreme in E.

From the fact that each extreme point v of £ lies in S and has its carrier con-

tained in carr p, we thus have v e Tip for each such v, so that £ = Dp, where

D = {z : | z | ;£ 1}. But since £ has no common zeroes, no element of B1 (in

particular p) is a point mass, so we have an element /of A which is nonconstant

on carr p. So fp # 0 and /p / ||/p || e E, despite the fact that fpj fl/p fl e Dp
implies/is constant on carrp; thus we have the desired contradiction, completing

our proof.
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